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It’s pop-up chemistry chaos in this novelty-packed exploration of the science of matter.This
science series is a breath of fresh air, explaining key elements of science in a fun,
straightforward way. The engaging, lighthearted text is perfectly complemented by the
humorous, comic-book style illustrations. Explore atoms, molecules, reactions, elements,
radioactivity and other aspects of chemistry with interactive novelties and fun experiment
suggestions on every spread.

It's impressive how much kids can learn with SUPER SCIENCE: MATTER MATTERS!...This
book contains fabulous flaps to pull and turn, along with a variety of experiments to try at home.
Thomas Flintman's bold illustrations immediately grab readers' attention, pulling them into the
informative text.—BookPageAbout the AuthorTom Adams is a TV producer with fifteen years of
program-making experience, specializing in science and history documentaries for the
Discovery Channel, History Channel, BBC, and Channel 4. He is a member of the Association of
British Science Writers. His first children’s book was, Feel the Force! was the opening title in the
Super Science series.Thomas Flintham studied illustration at the Camberwell College of Art.
The Super Science series is Thomas’s first nonfiction project, where his funky, cartoony
illustrations bring the subjects to life. He lives in London.
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What's the Matter in Mr. Whiskers' Room? What Is the World Made Of?: All About Solids,
Liquids, and Gases (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2) Change It!: Solids, Liquids, Gases and
You (Primary Physical Science)



M.C., “We love these books!. My children have spent hours looking at this and the other book in
the series, Feel the Force. It's such an engaging and fun way for them to learn science!”

Rosa S, “Great kids gift!. My son loves this book!”

Jennifer, “I'm hoping it will make her more excited about science and she will eventually think
what the book states is cool too.. This is actually a little "old" for my seven year old daughter but
she still loves to leaf through this to see the pictures and pull-outs. When I read it I try to relate it
to her using personal examples. I'm hoping it will make her more excited about science and she
will eventually think what the book states is cool too.  ;)”

Del, “Matter does Matter. The book was a Christmas present for my grand-daughter. She loves it
- especially the pop-outs. The suggestions came from one of her teachers as an extra gift. So
glad we ordered the book.”

night reader, “Super Science Book!. Great book for high engagement and thinking!”

Barbara Wüthrich, “Five stars. Awesome science! This book is the best! My daughter just loves
it. Educational in a very fun way! A +++”

Momof5, “Totally impressive! Great learning for kids & adults.. Every page is full of great
chemistry. I usually find chemistry overwhelming & difficult to follow. This book makes it so easy. I
homeschool & it's perfect for my kids ages 5 & 6. They wouldn't get these advanced concepts
without the great illustrations & practical methods used in this book. Totally superb! I'm 44 & able
to retain what I've taught them. It's a great book for all ages.”

C.G., “Very engaging.. This is a great book.  My kids loved it and were very engaged.”

NatB55, “An Excellent Book. This is a fantastic book!! It is a very clever way of delivering
complex educational facts in a fun way. There are so many interesting features, flaps etc., that
my children just love looking at it. They spend ages on each page looking at all the details, and
I'm happy as the amazing facts are being absorbed into their brains! I just love this book and
highly recommend it for both girls and boys.”

Sofi, “Great for my 4 year old and a 6 year old. Lots of flaps and interesting subjects. I bought all
three books by this author and my 4 year old son loves them.I bought That's life, Matters
Matters, Feel the Force.All 3 brilliant and I only paid £7 each for them from Book depository via
amazon.”



Live'n'learn, “More fun than a plain book. Kids girl 7 & boy 8 loved it! It has a nice interaction and
fun with good content”

michael chapola, “Excellent book but its exactly the same as Molecule Mayhem .... Excellent
book but its exactly the same as Molecule Mayhem (Super Science) just different covers and its
for the American market so will give it away as a present because its such a good book”

The book by Jennifer Boothroyd has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 24 people have provided feedback.
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